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- **Addendum #2 - Errata**

The two figures in this addendum replace the corresponding figures in the final EIS.

- **Figure 4** provides a detail of a portion of the proposed plan at the Graham Visitors’ Center. The figure published in the final EIS did not reflect plan revisions that were made in this area, specifically a smaller curation building and a different configuration and floor area of greenhouses. As with all figures in the master plan, the design is conceptual and may not reflect the final configuration when the projects are designed.

- **Figure 12** depicts areas within the park from which structures, roads, and buildings would be visible under the proposed master plan. The figure published in the final EIS showed an additional parking area near the playfield at the south end of the park that was under consideration at the time the drawing was originally developed but was subsequently eliminated from the final proposed plan. That element has been eliminated in the revised figure.